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ABSTRACT . .
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4 , In this monogthph researCir results. of studies on the .

teaching of basic skills in elementary schools. is synthesized with
emphasis. oh the practical implications for' actual practice in the'
classro,om. pyelopment of skills in reading.' and mathemati&S` in the
early 'grades is the foCus. Four major factors in basic instruction.
are discussed. The importance of opportunity for studrafili tine
allowances fbr concentration on each subject is one of the'se factors.
Motivation of, students, positive reinforcement, and classroom
atmosphere are considered impOrtant forces, in the learnilig process.
Organization and sequenCing of instru*ion and rianning of 'curriculum .

. are also majo factors discussed. Irteraction between teacher and
'students and individual characteristics of all classroom participants
is the fourth primary area covered. Results of research in each of
the above categories (opportunity, motivators; structure, and -
instructional everit.$) areout.lined and analyzed..Three tables that'
might be 'used in 'program analysis, Or. selection. Ore appended. One is ,

taxonomy of reading comprehension, one list bases for evaluation of
readers and related materials, and the third analyzes 13 reading
programs interds of selpcted variables. A report of the working
group on goals -floor basic mathematical skills and learning is also
appended. A _bibliography of reading materials ,on research, in basic
skills' is included. (JD) ...
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INTRODUCTION

The" Purpose

.

Why yould'the Pennsylvania School Improvement Program undertake a

literature search in basic.siills?

Designed to improve instruction in basic skills in 'Pennsylvania's schools

4

--by assisting the schools in identifying their needs and then selecting, in-

stalling and implementing R.& D outcomes to meet those needs, the progrht's

efforts seem to be concentrated at the disiemination and implementation end

of the!tontinudm from theory and,basic research to practice. This synthesis

of the research, however, reflects a more fundamental implicit.purpose of the

program, wilidhlth more than to service schools by helping them identify their

needs and then inforMing the abouravailsble R &,p duisomes which might meet

those needs, This purpose is to develop and establii a more rational prd-
.

, cedure than has been'used up to now i ion-making by educators. 'It
. .

is not enough that the programs or s ey may select a/4'R & D but-

,, comes, presutably with soiid,theoreti al derpinnings. It is des rable that
" '0\ 4.1

\.
,

procedures be developed which help, practitioners to make wise choices,fo

themselves based on as much relevant information as possible which,they Can
°,

A

assemble or the R: &-D-,agencies dan,svplyg .

..--

,
'` ..lf research anal development are to have-maximal impact-on practice,- the
t: .

researcher.mUst interact with schools and information must flow freely between
/,,or ,

.

,

the researcher and the schoos at every stage of the instructional process
i

from Identification of needi to implementation of an appropriate prdiram or

1.

t

practice. R-& D/educator interaction.has,indeed taken placAthrough the use'
4,-

, .

of'deveippmental an& field test schools. Himever, this is a highly specific

f

sP
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and limited relationship based on one or more products or processes. The

. -

scope of the PSIP is'not limited to a single piece of:research or a Single ,

product, or process. The'network links R & D Ikencies. with the schools through

the state and intermediate'agencies. This makes possible a continuing co-

operative relationship and 4nfOrmation sage, which can help to narrow the

gap between theOry and practice. One phase...of that information-exchange
F.

process is this synthesis of the literature on basic skills research. So

that the procedure can be improved on the basis of the initial experience,

ttie process is described briefly. as well as the results.,,

The Sources and Procedures

Research, hy its very nature, is seldom definitive. There are always

new studies, new perspectives on old studies, replicationi and failures to
, .

replicate. -The vast-amount of research in the basic skills, and the con-.
,

tradictory nature of much of it, makes a synthesis of this kind a precarious
-.

undertaking:, The ex perts in reading and math do not agree among themseAres

about methods.:

4
This study began, typically, witka computer printout se eral inches

.thick which proved to be.reIativeirunp oductive l'Or the tone expended on

'
Reports of the less well-knOwn'research often could riot readily be

r

- -
,

\ / t .

4 i. , .

evaluated and results were ambiguous. Maj& national research studies, syn-
,

4
.

theses of research, and conferences Of resear\\.'
\
chers', oftemspOnsored by.US.OE\---1

.

.

or NIE, were thegnost.product±Cie sou es of relia ble data and conclusimq,,

which could provide practic 1 guidance or practitioners., These included the

First Grade Reading I r tion Programb port, 1967;,The Beginning-Teacher

\ 'Evaluation ,Study, 1936;.The F011ow-Through S udies, 1970-734 The learning

ZI

t.
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Research and Developthent Canter Reading Conferences, 1976; The Craft Studies,
, .

- 1968; The NIE Conference on Basic Mathematics Skillsand Learning, 1975; The

-..

Texas 2eacher Effectivenes Study, 1974, and others, 0.."

.
, .

i

:' 2_1!
.

.. (
4 Information W f..g collected and,organized under our constructs of`the

. ,

. Cooley-Lohn6s Model of clissroom prOcesses (i.e., opport4uklity; motivators,

structure and instructional events) sipplemented by the categories, student

and'teacher characteristics, which seemed particularly relevant to the PSIP.

The Construct, instructional events, in.the Cdoley-Lohnes MOael refers to

interpersonal classoom interactions. As used for organizatibnof data for

this qtudy, the construct is expanded to intlude instructional strategieg'and

.1k
instructional methods. Structure, in this study, includes the classroom

management isystem. .

The Cobley-LOhnes Model seemed awappropriate vehicle for collectiowand
4 `

orgariization of data because the categories' of-the model are componehts of
4

classroom practicei which may be,collected through questionnaires and ob-
400

I servation during the needs assessment phase of PSIP activities and which may

also be identified in instructional materials through analysis.in the pro-

gram -analysis and outcomes selection phapes. Selectiork4of this model for

the organization of the literature search, therefore, made possible con-
/

.4

sistenpy in the organization Of information in all phases'of PSIP research.
/44
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THE RESEARCH IN BASIC SKILLS,

Opportunity

The research on the importance of opportunity to student achievement is
.

impressive. -john Carroll (1963) and Benjamin Bloom (974) have written per-
r.

, 3

suasively about the'effect of time onstudent learning. Barak Rosenshine'

(1976) repotts on an 'International Educational Association Science Study which,

shows support forthe importance of opportunity. Emphases 6n learningf

Content portfunity throughicontent covered) showed significant relation-

ship. Wth tudent achievepent,in ptudies by Armentb, 1975; Chang & Raths,

19'71; Rosenshine, 1968;.and,Shutes, 1969.

There isa marked tendency for less successful reading projects to.be

associated with a shorter schodl day (Bond & Dykstra, 1967;p. 196), -and stu-,
. .5 . .

dents.whose attendance isregular achieve somewhat better than those whose

attendance is less regular (Bond ,011)ykstra, 1967, p. 54). Days of student

absence and days of teacherabsence aretugually negatively correlated with

achievement (Rosenshine, 1971).

'1,0 their study of Detroit fnetropolitar area schools, Wiley and Harnischfeger.
.... .

' et.

(1974 found that the average number ofghours of schooling: provided in a par-..-J%
.,

.

,,, ,
.

1 -
.

ticular school, computed from average daily attendance, length of school day,
.

1 ,

l 1
'

and lepgth of school year, was positively related tp achievement in verbal'.

r-7% , ;
t, .e - .-

. .%'

.
ability, reading comprehension and mathematics.

.
.

e
'7' . '

, ,..e

Decker F. Walker and Joh Schaffarzick (1974) reported that time spent on

),

content,or dimension (e.g., math or reading) is associated with growth in theSe

areas. A survey relating math achievement to time spent in learning was'con-

4

ducted by the International Education Association (IEA). Itshowed,as did.

- ,

4
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- several earlie surveys, that opportunity to learn the subject '('time actively
$ . ,

engaged) has been important (Phillips, 1976). Cooley and Leinhardt (1974)

found that class meanctended Et be higher if teachers allotted more time to

mathematics each day.

The important study of Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) indicates that

academic time spent On reading and numbers yiel growth, while time spent-
/*- / f

on other areas (arts, crafts, games, etc.) detracts from growth in reading

and matti-jsee Table 1). Additionally, there is no indirect enhancement ef-

fect on reading and math from these other activitps: This study dOncludes

. ,

that fhe stronger the adademic emphasis the stronger. the #caddEic results

(p. 35)., Time spent on mathematics or readineand time spent on academic

tests yielded positive; significant, and consistent correlations of aboutt,
.

)

.40 with.achievement
.

in Follow- Through classrooms. Rosenshine concluded
.

(

.

,
..

.

that content covered, opportunity to learn and teacher emphasis on student
-r . - .

*
achievement are important vatiables in achieVement in Math and readinv(1976).

V
t r

,
Wiley andfigrnischfeger,'Tntrolling for economic status, f9und that, in

ilr

I .

schools w re children receive 24% more schooling, they will increase their

average g4.i in reading Ky 2/3 (1975).

-In grade 2 .compensatory red-ding.programs ti.int of time had a signifi-

cant effect on
,
the word knowledge subtest of the MAT. For high skill emphasis ti

" s

programs at this grade level, amount of insi:tuetio time did not affect
. '- . .

., , c

,,,,comprehens4on but in programs with low s 11 emphasis amount oi instruOtional

time ha .;%)
* distinct i act.'

2,
In sixth grade more instructional kime benefited loW SES childveri in

both word reclognftion- and.comprehension. In contrast, increasing amounts of

v..

5
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`time did not benefit middle socioeconomic groups and had inconsistent impact

on high SES children at this grade level (Guthrie, in press)'.

The amount of time devoted Fo reading activities correlates .56 with\

, ) . ---

.1 .achievement in word recognition and .55 with achievement in comprehension for
.. 1

first grade children, Harris and SerWer,of the CRAFT Project report.- Reading

activities, in this study, included work in basal readers, experience charts,

sight word drill and phonLcs activities. Supportive activities such as writ-,

ing, art,` discussion and dramatization did not correlate significantly with

. achievement. arently, instruction mu

\\
activities if i.-1As'.to influence reading

/

-TI Me spent on wOrkbook exercises or

`47t
k:

`!:

st be -targeted to reading related

achieveTent" (Guthrie, in press).

on individually prescribed learning

-4..'sittivitiesgtias been/found to be positively related to achievement for low
,

socioeconomic class'es,,whereas time spent on oral responding is negatively

s N-

related. Forhigh socioeconomic classes, time spent on oral responding is

most productpe (Brophr & Evertson, 1974)%

LONGSTEP's Final Report indicated than'

Students who exhibited unusually largegains in reading
achievement during two consecutive schOol years were exposed to
much more language arts instruction as second graders than were
students. with a notable lack of growth (i.e., 113 minutes per
day compared with 85 minutes):, The consistent overachievex
as th#dAraders, were exposed to about 20 minutes olinstruc-
Hon per day lesS than during the previous school year, and Yet'
they again demonstrated larger than expected gains in achieve-
aent. These results suggest that increased exposure to lan-
guage arts during the second grade may significantly improve.,
the chances of soie.students to demonstrate substantial gaith I

/
in reading achievement,leven in'latet. grades. (Project

LONGSTEP, 19.76).

There appears to be little doubt that opportunity to learn.is an extremely

important iactorin student achievement in basic skills: Opportunity' is
.

6
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, .

figued variously in the studies supporting this construct on'the basiscg---------:
. '

I, _____.---

''''length of-school day, year; regularity of attendance (day§-(-31-student ab-7-'---

sedce), days of teacher absence, time actively engaged in learning, Contq4.0`,
covered, and academic emphasis (time,on non-coecitivip activities detracts

,_.

from achievement in these areas). Opportunity is reliortedtp affect verbal
40/

ability, word recognition; reading comprehension and mathematics achievement.
s .

, ...

.., . X

The importance of opportunity apparently varies_ according to°grade level,

4
.

with strong effects in early:elementary grades. It is
40,
important to point out

., .

/ ,
.

. %
,

ERat, the' constructs usd in this report are interdependent S, Some of /the re-
5

sN 4

search on opportunity points to differential effects for different kinds of
. .

.,,

.-

instructional events (seat work and oral responding) dependi%g on the charac- .

.

teristIcs of the students.

Motivators

p

Another construct of the Cooley-i,ohnea Model (1976) is motivators.,

both internal and exteLal.- Cooley and Leimhardt have explained the con-,

struct in this way:

By internal motivation, we mean the se sets of student- i

'.behaviors'and attitudes that tend' to support high,

a. rates of learning activity.

By external motivatora,Ve mean,th6se elements that

can be built 4.nto an educational environment to in-'

crease the likelihood of an individual'engaging in

and sustaining learning activities. A1975).
a

"Among the variables the Cooley-Deinhardt publication suggests 'for measur-
,-,

ing this construct are curricular attractiveness, curcielar diversity'and
/ . .4..,,-1'

, ,,

interpL-sonal contacts,. .We have elected 0 orga9fze underthe'construct the!.
r , ,. .

'_,

research in basic skills which refers specifically to motivating elements of 4 .
vt t

0

7
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-programs or practices, or combinatio'S f elements which, tajcen together,

,,-
, ment. The piogram was also highly structured as well as motivating,*with a

. .

,%,.- - - , : 4

,;:i!
heavy decoding emphasis and small step, carefully sequenced objectives. .

.- 4' .

k i

Even th?ugh the emphasis web ondecoding, rather than comprehension, begin-
..

reate a motivating climatg. 1- f-
One motivator that might not be available'for use in any schools is

, . .

computer assisted instruction in beginning reading (CAI), Fletcher (in press)

reports that students obviously enjoy it. Recommended for use in a supple-
,

mental role, the Stanford Project reported an increase in student achieve-
,.

,

ning students scored significantly higher on-.the paragraPh. meaning subtest

'
of the Stanford Achievement Test than a non-CAI control group.

S. J.- Samuel (in press) 'a discussant at ,ple LRDC Reading Conference,
- -.

reported on Weber's findings that strong leadership, high exptctations for t
.....

studens, positive reinforcement,an orderly, pleasant,_happy atmosphere,
.

, ,

strong emphasis on reading, use of additional personnel, use of phonlcs,
.

t,

individualization,,and careful day-to-day evaluation of pupil progress con-

e.
tributed strongly tosuccess 'of reading programs in his New York State study.

Ali.of these elements would qualify as metivStors. Together they create a

I motivating climate. The reading emphasis and high expectati
..

ohs foi students

can contribute to creating a school where reading is "the thing to do."

:06rdon (in press) noted that.is some schools this is tile case, inothers,.a
. .

. W.
student would "not he caught dead reading."- This, he said, is important.

i 4

47
l . ..Vii 0.

S.J. Samuels also found that girls are signifl.Cantly more atte tive

in class andalsooread better. He suggested that it may well'be the) atten-
.

, . ,s
tiveness

.

tether than a genetic factor that is, related to the better peffor-
.

. 'T.'

C' a ,
. . ft .

marce (Samuels & Tunure,-4),-\
.

116

1'
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Frank Stith, of the Ontario Institute for Studies irr'Education, reports
-

that children are motivat&I to learn to read when they learwthe function of

' reading, just as they learn to talk to'"express feelings, explore ideas, ask
, .

i

question6, obtain answers, manipulate others, assert themselves s and establish

argki maintain specific interpersonal'relatiOns" (in press). The functional ap-
'1

proach..to reading, he has found, is motivating because the student sees the

'utility of learhing to read.

r
The Goodmas (in press) air believe that it is through relevant use of

, .

language .that, children lsarn it. The effective strategies for teaching ri:c-17-\

'1
ing, based on this motivational apkoach,- they report, include the followin

1. play stores, reading cans, supply orders (I want)

2. :signs, directionS,-rdles (Do as I tell You).

3. notes on message board; post offices,,games (Me and y9u).'
3 v
4. books about selamily pictures and captions; experiencas,,

--; stories with characters'toidentify with (Here Icome).-'

5. ,question box, ,instruct/Ons tOqska-things, 'recipes, Nell

my whY) .
*

6: story telling, acting out stories read, copying down

.. creative dramatics,,readalong. hooks and 'records (Let's.

prete4d4,

7: bulletin boards, notes to pupils, class newspaper,
weather board (Something to tell Ydu).

This language experience recommendation seems to 'contradict some of the re-

seartVon structure-and on the negative correlation between time spent on

;-
e

.

ton-academic activities and a chievetent. Motivationally, however, this recom-
4

mendation may be appropriate.

The Stallings and Kaskowitz study (1974),:which was orb that yielded re-

sults seemingto Conflict with this language experience Ctance, found that
k41.

110r;

o

'1



pu4les, games, toys, arts and crafts and active play are negatively corre-

lated with achiellement. This would appear to emphasize the strength of the

opportunity constructconstruct and to suggest that choice of motivators, should u L'e made

carefully in mi`attempt to select activities ihat'y4eld coiritive results.

The language function activities suggested by the Goodmans are designed to

. P

prOvide practfce in the -functional use of language, which is somewhat dif-

'f Brent from clearly non-academic game-like motivators." The nertive correla-
.

tiOn with achievemenV.was not with game-like activities that bad been explicitly

designed to teach.
4

Both the Soar '(1973) and Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) studies found
-

,

support, particVlarly in third grade, for children warkim-ima=large-gxcup,

',..
, .

,,,, with'the teacher providing in.tensibe instruction through direct academic ques-

,

,

tfOns which maintained attention and motivat $ .

kl

Amount of'reinforcement, also is related to level of motivatj. °on. Too

$.
few-reintortete cause the students to stop paying attention, an&reinforce-

.>.

4
went affects student performance and retention ,(Beitiner & Gage, 1976).

11M

A.
Motivation may be relatedto studnt goals, as tell. Robert Davis has-.

_
,

poirited out that a clearcut career identification seems to prOVidemotiVa

tion for mathematicgeven,if, the goal is the later changed (1745.

To summarize, then,motivhtors,.the research suggests, include the fol-

lowing: a school environment which prdvides strong leadership; high eXpecta-

`ts

;,tipns.forstudents; positive reinlorcement; an orderly, pleasant, happy,

atmosphere; strong emphasis on reading; use of, additional personnel; LiAig
0

phonics; individualizatiorgrcareful day-to-day evaluat on of, pupil progress;

. N . .,',
and A :climate which makes ,reading the accepted ihing,for students tb dO0, 4

_
...A',`

ii

.,,

.

10
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;-
Activities in reeling find langulge arts should make students 'aware of the

function oflanguage and'encourage them td use (practice) it, and futuie

.

career goals can be monivatorsJor math achieverdent. Ain, large group im-

,'
.'

,

tensive instruction with direct academic question is motivating, as is

computeriassisted instruction. Finally, tudent a tention may be main-
,

fained by provision of sufficient reinforcement, whi h affects both per-,

'fOrmance:and_retention::

Structure

The structure construct deals'with organization and sequencing of in-

'

struction, specificity ok objectives, and match of student and curriculum,'

i
For an appropriate match; the testing or other placement procedures (or

. _ .1
,

S .

*self-placement) are important elements 4,structure.
MItch of -test-items

. to objectives is another variable to. consider under this construct.
A

1

The research results4of some pf the major studies would delight the

. -

structure of the discipline reformers ofthe sixties and the instr ctional
.

designers who employ hierarchy constrtction procedures (Bruner, 1960 1966;

Ausubel, 1964; Elam 1964 Gagne, 1965; ResniCk, 1972; Briggs, 1970; Gow,

`- 1973; 1977, in press). 14any.of the major research studies in basic skills

'
have found positive correlations between then degree of structure in the .

--program of instruction and achievement in reading and math.

In .their compre1hensiye.first grade reading instruction study, Bond and
I

0

DykStra reported 'that'altiong the five top rated` projects (out of 27), '81% of
v .

, -the teacheri were rated by their supervisorOs having we 1-organized claSs-
.

rooms and highly structured ones, while only 22% were so rted a oni the
, -

1 1



A cost effectiveness study prepared f
.

4

1
the Michigan Department of Educa.-.

tioN970) compared 50 unsuccessful cotpeniatory education Programs with 42
-

,

unsuccessful ones. Here again, degree of, program organization wast,found to.

affect reading results. (See, also'the attached summative table .(Tble 1) on

,theStallings and Kaskowitz study of Follow-Through Classrooms which found

that time structured by the teacher is positively correlated with achieve- .

went).

Of course these studies attend to gains-in basid skills achieveme4.-

> A

It may be that self-tanagement skills are more highly valuedin some schbols

V
and teacheroontrc9. and structuring to improve basic skills achievement are

,
.

,( ,. .

less, 'valued. pOl Df the inforthation,from the self-scheduling system at the

LRDC would su irt systematic training in self-scheduling even in primary
.-_,--

. '

grades. this program, however, is a very highly.pre-structured one even

k

.\.

though the child, rather than the teacher, schedules his/her own activities
/

from a carefully s tructured array.
4;

. 2an
Among 'the common characteristica

0

of successful compensatory,educatio5t
=,

programs identified in an Office of Education, report 4 Programa that work

was.clarity.of obje 'Ives, careful sequencing, £lexibilityt'of grouping on

the basisoof individual problems (frequently'one-to-one) and a structured .

prograt approach (1974).

That the experts assembled at national conferenceth

A

eading and math

recognized the critical importance of program organization, is apparent from

,):
the numher of participants,whoattempted to olOrne optimal sequences, or

) 1 .

mostwhcv.debated,over the effective steps in the'teaching of beginning read-

invOr th e appropriate order,

(Resnick SeWeaver, inoptess;-

'Learning;; 1975).

I > >

n/which to introdlice mathematical concepts.

WIE-Gonference_on Basic Mathematical-Skills and

S
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As we ppinted out previously otheconstructs used to organize this re-
., . .

search are interdependent. This hecomes.0. especially clear 1i/considering k... . 4
.

. da ' ' , . Ald

individualization or instruction, an instructional method which coul be
4

A,

organized under "instructional events",in terms of the one-to-one'teacher-

student interaction, but couldbg considered "sirucgure" because the indi-
-

viduilization process often uses a structured curr*ulum model to operate

.,effectively .in,.-a-Cla*sroord: It could be-designated "opportunity" because

the, child work*ng alone and independently could spehd'more concentrated

0.me.on 'task. It could be a "motivator" since, individualized attention is

,111-

motivating. An interesting construct used to describe some of the over-
.

lapping characteristics, which apparently are powerful taken separately or

'together ..ndescribing instructional environments, is "intensity of'treat-
1

tent"-(CoMpensatoiyPrograms-Report,- 1974).

InistruCtkohal, EV6ht s ti

Cooley and Leihhardt describe,instructional even ts as the'"conteftl,'fre-
.

:S. I

quency, quality, and duration/of instructional interactons" and specify that

"it refers primarily, to an interpersonal contact, either between a student

,

and a teacher or among students" (1975, p. 6). It is used here in a much

broader sense to mean all instructional events including thope tasks spec-
-

ified in instructional materials for.ttie "student to Telform, as well as

4.,

teacher-pupil instruction. It includes researdh on instructional metho ds

,"

.
. .

.
, :

and instructional strategies. i
. .

1

Attention to indivldual student needs is,One important element affect-

. .

.

.

i=

ising
.
the quality ofinstructional events. -Another element is encouragement

of participation in class.
ti

13
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/
Sixty five perceht of teachers in the five high ranking projects and ',,

only fifteen percent of teachers ilfthe five loJ/ ranking projects in the UWE'

first grajle reading study exhibited awareness of and attention to individual
.

student needs, while 1/3 'of the low rated'teachers displayed total lack of

(awareness of needs of puPilS beihg taught. In addition, 70% of teachers in

the five high 4,nd 23% of teachers in the five low projects encouraged class

participation by pupils (Bond & Dykstral. 1967, p. 196).

How the teacher questions studentS has an effect on student achievement,

0 4

also. Convergent, drill or sihglekanswer questions correlated significantly
,tr

. .

with achievement in a study by Stallings and Kaskowitz of FollovIkThrough

Classrooms (Table 1), while divergent, open-enhed questions correlated

negatively (Rosenshine, 1976, p-% 355). thisseems consiatent;With the
4

4
.

previous findings about time and structure,: !Singe answer. questions amount
A '

tgloractice or drill and could belabeled "intensity pf treatment.",

Feedbir and correction are nieded by the student. ,He must know if 44,

makes an.error and must be told why he made it and'how he-can correct it '

(Carroll -& Chall, 1975). Provision of aodOemic-feeedlia k correlates with

fht differentachievement. The nature of the feedbaCk-differa, how

* '4"'6 4 (

st ents., For lowfileioeconomic studeny the best feedback to a correct" .
answer is a new question: for an incorrect answer, it'is the correct answer.

For high docioeconomic'students, the best feedback for a,cOrrett answer is,,
.

process feedback, asking how it was found:- for-a tartly dOriect answer,
'

.

thg teacher should'give the answdr: for a wi.1 ng answ she should criticize
. ,

(Rosenshine? 1976).
fg- .

)ton -c rricu tractions are negatively related a achievement in high

socioeconomic classrooms including frequency of teacher quest s about self, 4

4

p



r
°

.

7-'-.----....,:..,..----. odedural rather than substantive contacts, student initiated contacts about:

e.

4.

personal concera:---Negative, but nonsignificant correlations for -these con-

tacts Caere found fat low socioelat6ffiic status classroom* (Brophy & Evertson,

1974). This, of course, is consistent with the previ&USly-cited findings on A

non-academic activities and their negative correlatlion with achievement (see

Table 1):

With all kinds of interactions between student and teacher the attitudinal

characteristics of the interaction are important. Teachers.of high, achieving.

classes'accept, clarify and use student ideas significantly more; and7-
i

courage significantly more student-initiated talk than teachers of low

'achieving classes (Amidon & Giammatfea-i- 1905). Irritation, tension, group

conflict and aggression are produce4,under,autocratic leadership(Lewin,

Lippett, & White, 1939), and Cooley and Leinhardt-found a negative relat

ship betw en the percentage of

1

,pegative

K

teacher contacts and. student ach eve -

;lent (1974). ,

1.... _.-

t, .

Individual attention from the teacher is needed by every studen t. P o-
..40 .

.
.,

.

ject,LONGSTEP reports that the most important determinant of a pupil's.achieve

,-...l

ment, found in the 'studyrof the ,.impAt.- of edubationSk innovation on student'
.

, .

perforTance, was the amount of individual attention-given to the student:by,:
, .

, .

the teacher. (1976).
. :.

.)

4, 1
,

Researchers in mathematics have fcu &that the frequency,of the use of'
4

.

r
.

.

.
.

.

logic by the teacher was identified as4 significant variable in children's

,.) .

'acqUisition o logic, and was point4 (i_iit'ioyGilagory and Osborne (1975)
4

that the abi lity to use logic in ordeeto_identify and avoid mistakes in
,..

1

a-

reasoning isian important critical thinking skill. In similar vein;-one of

. ,

the final recommendations -of the 1975 Conference on Bas4 Mathemat,ical Skills
, .

.
,

4
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and Learning as that students should beftaught to inspect all results in

. . . ...1 -
,,

,-t 91sthematics, checking for reasonableness in terms of the original problem.
. .

,g

further, if the student does not'knOw what to do in a given situation,

.
1*

all Ale arithmetic skill in the word'is useless. To knocehow, but not when,

. N
,

t ladd is precisely equivalent to'knowing how to spell a word, but not knowing

4

The bpiib nity to use mathematics shduld be provided for students,

both by giving them*alrworld situations to work with (Tyler, 1976)'and by 'r

.

what it -ans" (Braunfeld, 1976, p. 24).

/-1

. .

'giving them a chance,to 'think about applicatibns of math to problems. Pollak

'-(1970i p. 328) soayp ". . . thelreart et. applied-mathematics is the injunction,

'Here..4s a situation; think about i0.."

,
.

r';'s The Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study ,(1976)s.thatteachers do

ion to children's learning and that patterns 'of

practices, rather than single practices or skills account for effectiveness4
- ,

make a significant contrihu

. _
Material alone is p9; safficient; they found, and no one way of organizing,

.
. *

,or.mixture of ways, is consistently effective in Cond andlifth grade math

4 V,

+and reading. However, consistent. wit the essence of all the other findings

.#this paper, patterns of classroom rganization which provide'more direct

instruction to pupils by teachers imprOve leirning. ,

.-

For fifth grade reading the BTES found that sustained interactions with.

---

t 1

.stUdents,were effective: conducting discussions, giving explanations, ques,

-4111.

tinning and answering questions. It was concluded that the teacher's task

ts td stimulate a higher level of thinking about, the reading material for

Pelliter,comprehensio

0 - -

Ability grouping is not effective for low. achieving students, the

d.
t

16
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compensatory education studieS reported (Brophy &Evertson, 1974). It does

not lead' to desirable effects either in achievement or in affective-- areas.
4

.

..... .
. . f.-

,

.

This, too, is consistent, ith other findings on the necessity of indiyidual

, -attention. It may weld be that grouping tends -to inhibit individual diagno-

.': ..

sis and treatment.
. -.'

, instructional events, the research indicates, 'should provide for'attelf-
i

..--- .
4

tion to individual student needs, convergent4questions, drill, academiQ.feed-'
401*

ck and correction,:an accepting climate with positive contacts between-

pupils and teacherr. The

students to use logic in

teacher is encouraged to

examiuipg4his Or het .own

use logic, Xo'encourage

responses and to provide

real-world situations for the.stuBent to work, with.
a

Igoe rte
0

T4 patterns of preCtices of the teacher are found'to have a significant

effect on dhildrenss learning, and implications ofthe research provide a

/ .

Substantia?. number of hints or suggestions about the appropriate thrtist of

A
those patterns of practices. Some of the implications, and suggestions

.,

,, 4
41, .

about practice arelsummarized in the following sections on Wategi,es and.,

/ . Methods, and in theltatothendations of theExpert4..,

1

4

1 '

04
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IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Strategies

Some of the instructional strategies tat are expressed or,iferred-in,4

the research are summarized in this section.

1. Introduction of words at a more rapidpace in beginning reading,
1'

. .

tends to produce pupils with superio word recognition abilities.at- thgend,

, '
,.,

of the first grade (Bond & Dykstra, ,1967, pp. 210-212)., The significance Of
°\ Ilk

'. ' , r .
this generalitation is that if students are having difficulty with tortkrec-.

. . . . ,.. r
ognition, the pace of introduction..of new words should be examined. . ,

IL- ,

2. A-writing component is likely to be an effective addition to fir t'
.. . .

. ,
, . -

,

,, , . . .:.:.,

' grade reading (ITA, phonic linguistic and 'language experience orientation7s

,encourage writing letters with good results) (Bond & Dykstra, 1967, gly. 219- .

cf

qi2). Indeed,' addition of language experiences to ai kind of reading program
..

makes`"-a difference (Bond & Dykstra, 1967, pp. 210212)., , ,I. i

-
3. Students learn most effitiently when setikOr diversity is esib-:

lished. That is when children are taught not o expect'letteis and sounds

.

will always correspond in the same Way (Levin & 'atson, 1963; Levin,'Badm, &

Bostwick, 1963). Teaching-thildreto expeet one to-one constant mapping of°

letters to sounds is the least effective way to e transfer in decoding
.4

(Olbson, 1975). This seems to suggest a strategy of introducing irr ar

words early in instruction:

'4. Same and different, should be taught in kinder rten (Caldwelll ',

1

1

.

Hull; 1962) .
'-

..., .
..',

, 1,

, . c...,, , .
.,

, 5. Tracing or copying -'single letters is less effect vd' for laterrecZ
\

ognition thanAivin'g prac tic61 , without
;
re pro duction,, -ie dis riminati( ng wor

,

i

pairs tthat differ or(Ly slightly (WilliamS, 1969) ' 'q
1,

,

... ,4

, 18
. L. of

- ..
,

. , ,,, ,,, , ,
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_Y

,, .

. .
.

6. Redundancy is distracting. Flashcards whOth rave both picture.and

. word produce significantly more errors thati 'words alone (SaMuelsin press L,
... . . 't,

\.
,.

N

7. Word study skill's must be emphasized and taught.systematically re-

gardless of readingmethOd (BO1 & Dykstrl, 1967)..
+ it

8. Much of the literature seems to support Batem statement on decod-

%4 ing diliphasis. Intensive, systematic decoding emphasis re ults'in better read--.

. - k'
.

ing achievement thawdO other kinds oVbe nning reading.strategies (in poss.

9. A-study of oral reading by.children in grades 4-6 concludes that
* .

I 4
.

oral reading foriaghosis 1,s both valuabie,and necessary (Christensen, 1968).

)10. Practice and (use of easy materials .are important, in developing flu-

ency. Repeated reading of the same passage and/or reading while listening.
V

are helpful (Chomsky, in press),
.

.

11. There appears, to be-contensus.among the mathematics researchers that
. .

.

.
contrete_.materials are necessary for understanding of matheMatics,

the elementary school level. Using Bruner's (T960) three levelS:

symbolic, Sh5Iman.(1970) sayethe child should manipulate

at least' at

materials

'directly, even thiough mental'image before manipulating'symbols. ,..

12. The fear of math in soMekchildren can be overcome by encouraging the
, - It

4

rise of invented atrategies, i.e., finger-counting, etc., with'which the child

, -

may be comfortable (Ginsbers;11975). Similarly, guessing is discouraged
bye

3 3

Some teachers, but Henkin .(1975, 11'. 78) points out that "guessing is the

,

,
. --. ,---:,

_t

heart of mathematical activity, both pure sud-A5pliede We must find ways
. ,

of Making students good at it."

'Methods

The research indicates that differehces ihmethod,alone do 'not alter.the

.

`

a

C

I

2 VI

4



1

1

reading groWibln children. Of course each method of instruction,has its
.

advocate, but the research seems to support the use of more than one method:

Any combination of thethods' was foUnd to be, better than any'one`etho&alnne

,(Bond & DykStra, 1967). TrabaSso (in.press)pointed.out thaf a majority of

the.LRDC Reading Conference participants favored a code emphasis for beginning

A

0
, 4 , t. t 6

\\s The research does provide information of-use.to ,practitioners ,on teach-

r ., . . vk
ing method in spite of lack off -consensus on a "best'} method. This is sdiii2-

-

f,.
. .

marized in this section..

.1.

Dykstra

In the report on
ch*

reported that;, ITA

twenty-sevenprojeots' supported by USJ3E,. and

(initial-teaching alphabFt'method) produced some-

what better readers across all levels of intelligence than did'basal readers.

..)

2. Word recognition skills also are better in children who are taught

with non7basal.readingmateriais, especially ITA, phonic-linguistic and basal

plus phonics (Bond & Dykstra, 1967).

4."

3.. Paragraph meaning and spelling skills are superior in,students

taught by phonic-linguisic methods compared to those taught by basal meth-

sods, However, rate and accuracy are not superior in stpdents taught by

phonic-linguistics compared With those taught by basal series (Bond &

Dykstra, 1967)'.,

4. Basal, and phonics combinations were found to be somewhat better than

basal alone across,alf levels of intelligence. A phonics- linguistic combine-

4

tion was better' than basal across all levels of intelligence, also (Bond &

.
c ': .1 f 1

0, ,

Dykstra 1967, pp.' 164- 168).. I n s horv.combinations of approaches often
---

'4 ;

were founa to be superior to single approaches in the-teaching-,Of reading,
1 i

4
:e.

-

20'



.

,

but 'method alone as not
,

sufficient to alter reading growth. .

-.1
.

1 .

,
. . . ,

These findings seem to support the addition Of instructional materials

using phonic-linguistic oe'language expefience methodt to any totally basal

program. Many of the generallzations listed unde other_components:otthis

Compilation.also support this conclusion. .

5. Chall (1967) claims that methods which have a code emphalls, teach- .

.

ing the sound value of letters, pioduce better overall reading achievement'

by fourth grade than methods with a meaning emphasis. The differences are

greater 'forschildren of average or below; average aptitude and lower socio-

economic background.

s , Chall says ,the will read ,faster, early in learning to read, when ,'-

.-.": .
.

..
,46x,

meaning is emphaaized,:but that advantage is losab third grade, and by

1,

that grathe code-emphasis learner has caught up'and s/he has a better
. ,

vocabulary and compreherthicin by grade two on silent reading tests.

. 6. Prereading shodldfinclude listening games that require dentify

initial,
e

medial a andfinal phonemes in spoken words (Libermn, in pres

Liberman has found a high and significant correlation between,phon

mentation and early reading ability"

7. For math, Scandura (1964) reports that students taught math by a

discovery methogl rather than an expository method arebeeter able to handle

problem tasks.
\

'V

8, Fehr, McMeen and Sobel (1956) reported that use of a calculator re-,

Nib,

"au t d-in increased Ikchievement scores in math.

9.Ha;shman et al., (1962) found that teacher made math materials were

as effectiveas either expensive olkinexpeasivepurchased materials. 419''

4. I

21 .
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P.

4p

The use of manipulative materiail'at every grade level was supported

by mast mathematics researchers-and
manipulatives are'supported by more studies

than use of pictorial or abstract procedures. Also; it is 'tot true that low.

.
. .

achievers have greater need to use manipulatives ehan high achievqrs (Carney,

-4,

1973; Gregoty& Osborne, 1975; Smith, 19' 74).

4

74).
O

11.° All three levels Should'be taught in. mathematics: computation, com-:
o

prehension and problem'solving, according to Begle (1976); and he,reports that
. .

- .

frequent testing is an advantage.

Use of a

math was found by the

variety of materials in both second grade. and f h grade

Beginning 'reacher Eyaltation'S'tudy0.9;6)to he.fnef-

fective.. The implication

,_q t_

of this'was reported to be;,p;obably, fixt necessity'

for an orderly sequence of problems

. Vt--
from` simple "d$ caMpIex to .f.seralite grasp- i

.-..,,,i
1, .,;

'i.

. Jag of concepts and operations.. It was suggested that the use of "a variety ofi.- f..

. .
,_./ ,,

. .
,

materials may disrupt the .ortf-e-r e'or introduce extraneous ideafil Again, we find
. r

.:, r c ..

'the underlying assumptigns of this paper'whial
.

this consistent with someof
_ ,,,

were )1. mplied where-,the Cooley-Lohnes constructs were selected for organization'
, -. ., ,,,,,... .

.1,1
ft ,

l._,
''=,- A:. s.

of the research:_apructure
1

i pis important, on-task time is ortant. Qn the

other hand, it has been found that-homework seems to contribute

to achievement -in mathematics(Begle, 1975 :

i

'';'.'

26
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE EXPERTS

The experts in reading and math have been willing to supply practiti9ners

might be useful to 'the4 with a host of recommendations, Some of these which

PSIP are listed in this section.

1. Chomsky (in press) recommends that children

fore they mad if they begin spontaneously to do -so.'

be allowed to write be-

DevelopMentally,, she

says, writing is lesaabstract'and'easier to learn, 'She has found that some
.

children owninvent their highly systematic 461.faiAy uni-
04

. . ,,,. ,, 4 .

any tionbke, shefinds;.converting

spelling 'which.,is

form from:chilf.to child. They do not have

to traditional, spelling later
/-4

4
'Some children, she says,

J

'oc

on.

enjoy using.plasiic wooden letters, rather

atteMPting to4seJtheir own handwriting. They still ,use,the thought

reading, if they write their
0 -

sea that go into writing and eventually

\\
,

.

messages/with these manipulable letters.

2. Clay (in press) recommends that Since
44

arbitrary,

confirm or

and- Metter detail.

3. McCullough

direttional
.

conventions are

p . . . . ..4 4

they should be taught and that children should'be encouraged to
. .

,-

correct their own responses by use of meaning, Sentence structtiie,

I.
. ..

school, that reading

(1968) recommends that the child who knows from'home"a

is a way of getting meaning, thinking about'fesatan

;

ideas and using them, who has g9od auditory discrimination and a gOOd peak-;---

-;
4ingLwocabulaTy may do well .4ith a phonic emphasis. in:beginning ?eadjaig.

Subject area teachers in upper levels should be_encouragedto

dents build vocabulary and become word collectord.

Olti-level material's.

' 11

r

shoildteontain

4-

t
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, Teachers should record introductions to books on tape to help children:

(
"get into" them by listening while reading the introduction (McCullough,

.

1968).
,

,

. ..,,
...

. 1

, 4.
1

School administratori must give interest and 'attention to the read-

ing program. This appears to make the"difference when similar' communities

and materials produce different Desults'(Bond ',E, Dykstra, 1967;fCarroll &'
.., .

,-../
- , .

ap4y '

Chall, 1975.

.
School administrators, May have to provide additional peratinnel and

resources for children 5 to 8 because these ages require an int-en ive period

.

of assessment and preventive measures, diagnosis and correC'tiore of disabil-'
, /

.
..

idea (Carroll & Cifial,l, 1975,:p. 30) e

5. Hard to teach childrem may not do well witinoise and
,

of open space environmeneand may do-better with homogeneous grouping

(Rosner; in press).

:2

4 .

'
t

8,. Reading Programs should be examined in terms of:
4 .

A 4 .4,
). 4

b: The extent to which appropriate chuOs - larger tinits of analysis 7
.

, t

strings of letters - artaught explicitly. ,

,
. 3

. 1
.

c. Thd.extent to whiCh drill and practice material's are made/avail-
.

a. The extent to which't4e basic concepts of phoneme7arapheme
.

_ ,
.

,

relationships ;are
-

re made explicit (i.e., the' extent to which phonetic prin-

.,-
:Ciple are.introduced-overtljr and precisely as,against being implied).,

(

A , ,'

% 4 .% ,
able and iiteresting -(Rosfier, in press).

..

N 4.,ye
q: There should be coordination of reading with spelling, tompos tion,

.

' literature, listeningand Speaking, and follow through of theyeading /program
. /

4 .: ,
' throughout , school yeas, with extension into specialized content aeas .

.$ . 1 4 ,

-(Crarroll. &hall, 1975).
.

'

I
9
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8. wPhonics should appear In children's books as well as in teacher,'S

manuals. The sound progiatr sUbuld parallel sight from the beginning. Vow-

els and sonsonants should be introduced in an order that produces'the largest

gnuriber of words. As much 'attention should be paid to phonics use as to teach-

Jug phonics. And, finally, instruction should demand continuous response,of

every child (McCullough,, 1968)..

9. Parents should have children wa.tch Sesame Street for prereading and

Tht Electric Company for ages 7 to 10. They have been validated extensively

and show clear gains in goal aChievement (Ilan & Bogatz, 197b, 1973; Bogatz &
dr.

Ball, 1971; Herriott & Liebert, 1972).

10. Tyler (1976)"recommends that for children who have nat had the op-

'kr..

portunity'to be read to, perhaps the objective of beginning reading should be
14

. '
AA, .

to help him/her td
A

enjoy hearing material %hat is read to him/her.

,.. .

11. Parents "(and teachers) probably are aware, b1,1 if-not, should be
.....

. .

aware, that decoding is a crucial Skill.
i;
It is the most eprition source of

..

, . -

problems for children veo have'

it isjpastered, acquisition Of

1967).

difficulty,in beginning'reeding and unless
,

1% I

higher lev'elitakills is disrupted (Chall,

,r2., Never discourage' a'child's spontaneous, attempts to.read phonemes.

"The child Mustlea Tito hear
.

the difference between bet and get, `bat and

bed, ham and hem, lit (e'and riddle"`(Gibsoll, i975).
4 ,

l3. Children should be'exposed to writing very young (Gibson,!1975).

14. NOrds should be introduced at as fast as pace as possible "(Bond &

Dykstra , 1967). .

15. Reading readiness is bath maturation and environmental factors,

25
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st,

5'. 1

i!'

and reading to preschool childrep, talking with them and'answer/ng their'Clues-
.

tions.are important. On the other hand, in some communities, parents need

help il1distinguishing between intellectually stimulating and smothering

(Durkin ,1968).
-....p.','

:

: .4.

16. Parents should be straightened out,on traditional miscondeptions

with no, research base, such as that preschool reading leads to boredom or
.-.---

tnqusion when school instruction begins; r that preschool reading` will

harm a child's vision. Helpful foi teaching df Imneichoolers are TI.T,'labela

0

on pictures, alphabet books and nicture dictionaries andhelp from other

%brothers and, inters. Such training "adds concr to meaning to the most ab7..

stract letter-sound relationships stressed in school" (Durkin, 1968):

17: Hien eighth grade student has' trouble computing,, give _him of her.

a calculator, suggests the Conference Board bf Mathematical Sciences (1975).

The.report deplored the amount of time spent developing a facility in.funda-
,-,

mental arithmetic operations.

18. A suggestion r teacher's assessment of student reading level is

provided by Calfee and Drumt

To determine student's'level, grades 1-8, choose a few
lists of words arranged by difficulty level and ask the stu-

dent which list's he can reed. If his assessment agrees with
his later performance, he knows.realist4ally what he can do.

If he is two or ree levels below,,he at least hap a good

self concept, and he'can read all the lists,.give him a

harder one. The sam rocedure can be used for meanings and
paragraph comprehension (Calfee & Drum, 1967, p. 28).

Al

19. In addition to all these recommendations,. the :teacher should conduct

a well-organized, systematic reading program, encourage class participation by

all pupils and be- ,aware of and adjust to individual needs of gupils withi

classes (Bond & Dykstra, 1967).

,. 26 30
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ENT AND TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS

Student Characteristics

4.

,,,

.

"Perceptual.Skilla:-
. .

:Albert J. Harris, has pointed- out some o£ ,the perceptual difficulties

, .
children may have with,beginning reading. SiMply to read them suggests in-

.structional possibilities and the necessity of reminding teachers that they

_

may be the cause of reading problels. The list includes comparingparts:

within wholes Onsual and auditory }, -diiffnatiishing figure from background,

filling in missing'parts, grasping sequential-arrangement, directional dif-

ficulty (reversalsin reading and writing); integrating parts into a i-eaogAz

'able whole (blending) and establishing associations between sensory modalities

t-

. (sound'of letter and apptatande) (1961).'
e,

Theresearch.of-.Peorge W. McConkie shows that limiting the perceptual

r.

span oeskilled readers whiCh essentially turns them into word-by-word

readers; sloWs them down but does not reduce their ,comprehension. This

giveg no support to the notion that narrow perceptual span is a cause of

poor comprehension by poor readers (1976).

rRoaner points out that visual analysis skills tend to relate to arith-
,

imitic and to reading and listening comprehension. Auditory skills tend to

relate to primary 'grade aspects of reading (decoding) (Rosner, 197).

4

Rosner also reminds us that one cannotexpect compensatory education.

-children to induce phonetic values'from appropriate examples (Rosner, in

press).
ti

Prerequisites:
.

. Awareness that spoken words can be analyzed into their component sounds

27
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is a criticallreiequislte to reading (Mattingly, 1972).

Knowledgof letter names prior to initial instruction accounts for 25%-

JO% of the variation in reading,ibility at tihe end 'OT the first year (Bond 61'

Dykstra, 1967, p. 206). 'Kinderga-ften-children tested In 1970 on'ability to'

name each of the 26 upper-case English letters took-the,cooperative Primary

Reading Test (ETS, 11970) , to years lafer at the end of 'first grade.(144 of

the original 276): the correlation. between alphabet knowledge and reading-
.

/'

achievement wiT":50 (Calfee & Drum, in press).

This suggests kindergarten instruction in the alphabet and possible coiu

munications to parents, to inform them of the relationship between the knowl-

edge'of;letter names and reading achievement. Of course' the relationship

may not be causal, but because of the dearth of information (Carroll &

.

Chall, 1975), it seems wise to act asthough it is, and attempt to find out

.

- i
, ,

. -r.

if it is. That kind of in-school research'may be the most productive, and

k I believe we have to.assume it will.be, and use all the clues the literature:

'/

.suggests to us.

Age and Sex:

A student's Age in beginning reading, is only (slightly elated 65 achieve=

T 77*
.

ient, but teachers shbuld not expect boys to achieve at thd same levels as
§

girls, who have greater readiness at first grade entrance and are ahead at

121'nhe end of thefirs grade (Bond & Dykstra, pp. 147 and210-212);
,

,
.

' Samuels and.Turnu e (1974) have pointed:out that girls are significantly.

more attentive in class t n boys and also read'better. The attentiveness,
.

,..

- .
rather than any genetic-fact r however, may be the cause.

..

Bateman (in press) suggests a stra y for teaching learning disabled

'28
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,children selective, attention In reading. Exaggerate differences, between

be Oigqriminatedinaking critical patterns more obvious. DISTAR,

for example, .uses different type styles or letters b and- d for this pur-

-

Bilingual and Dialect Readers:

Children of fOreign language background, children wit bearing loss and.

Children who 40 not hear the:differences among some English consonants and'

vowels may have trouble with phOnids (McCullough;' 1968).' In addition, pdor

. :

auditory discrimination is frequent among disadvantaged children'and they

find phonics difficult, (Deutsch, 1904).

The role of black dia ect in the,difficulty black children have in read-

g can bIst be understood:by observing teacher student interaction.. It.

may the'teacher does no

the chil

recognize black dialect, but also tries to get

not only to recognize a word, but pronounce it in standard English,

Also, a teat r may use indirect means of telling a child s/he is.wronw-which,

coming trom.a di erent -culture, he 'does not understand, i.e., "Pardon me;" _

"Get your.Jinger_out f

Natalico (in press)

child but allowing use of na

your mouth," "Start again" :(Simons,(, in press).

uggests teaching reading English to the bilingual

ive language with other children and teacher

in the first year, teaCher,inte ct'ion with student only in'secOnd,language
r

but translating questions and comments, and responding to them only in the

target language.

learning A second
r

three origins and

complication.

Research results in Canada indicate the direct approach to.

'language was successful; In Spanish use of Spanglish with

different dialects must be recognized-by the teacher as a

29 1'
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Danks and ears (in press) points out that a teacher must lize wi4n a

child who translates what s/he is reading into his/her own dialect, the child.

is reading correctly. Undue pressure should not be imposed by Constantly cor-

recting oral productions. This also confuses thleild.,

Hemisphere Dominance:

The teacher should be made aware ofsome of the problems of children

with incomplete'lateralization'or mixed or reversed hemisphere dominance. A

conflict between hemiSphere'diminance and the direction of letters can lead

to the reversal of letters or even words. Children with right brain damage.

tend to begin to read or write in the middle, of the page. In reading, the
1N .

.

gaze will fail to return to the beginning of the next line and may omit

r\aseve 1 lines. In writing, the material begins in the center'of the page and

slopeg towards the-right. One o the thajor problems of dyslexia is the in-

ability a) read letters and word.,

Expectations:

in the correct order (Mackworth, in press).,

The expectations for stude t,achievement probably are too low. Pupils

are better equiped than they 1.1,/sed to'be Whin they enter first Trade. 'Co-,'
)

which introduce words at a more rapid pace tend to produce pupils with

\

superior word recognition abil ties at-the end of first' grade (Bond & Dykstra,

1967, pp. 210-212). \
sc,,).

1

4 '0

:ii
Ot er Student Differe ces:4'- h

/ I

6°It
-44, anguage experie te a

guage, which he dictateai se s written by the teacher and later writes and

reads is high in motivation nd meaningfulness. It is good for the child .

roach, which begins with the chillXown

who is,flUent.i4innglish enunciates well-and has good hand-eye

3Q
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coordihatiop. The chili who has*a behavior problei, which includes a need

.
to'be the center of attention, mayz.do well with this method (McCullough,

,

in'Oress). .

Fo those Who have failed in reading and; therefore, find letters. and
... ,,

a

/11

words aversive, systematic extrinsic reinforcement may be_neceahary_(Batemaa,,

. in priss).

1

The five tasks (or spbskilis)on which the learner's selected attention

m t be focused in deapding are:

)
h

I letter differentiation.
2. association of letter and sound.

3. blending sounds.

r-
4. 'identification of a Sound within a word.

5. sound'matching within words (Bateman, in press).
1 , i

When lack of interest in learning is the cause of lack.of success, be-
s .

cause friends and family do not think learning is important,. the teacher

.should go oueof his way to find out more'about the pupils and use examples'

c
of interest-to themoand should show his own respect for the subject matter

(Willoughby, 1970).

4..4,1A4A,A114 Feap_(in press) _suggest if a ohildidoes not seem' to
4

4
derstand what stile is.reading, s/he might not have understoOd aurally either.

4
A

The child may have a general language or conceptual defiCit rather than a

deficiency in reading-spectilc comprehension skills.

-

1 Wallach and Wallach .(1976) agree with Chall (1967) that if'a child has

,..

trouble decoding, and loses meaning, more decoding is needed, not less. Dis-
,,

advantaged children not only need more decoding, byt they are lacking in,they
,

4 ,

,

. .

. .
,....

skills of:recognition and manipulation of basic speech sounds. his is not

.
Lack of auditory discrimination ability, they found, but lack skill

t7'77,'

vL
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development. Theaechildren need a systematic sequence Of instruction fn

Phoneme recognition skills. TUtoring sessions witth- low readiness Children

in 'inner-city schools foi 1/2 hour every school day for 2 -1 /,2; months re:-

sulted in 99% mastering the sound of every letter ih thealphObet.

. ,

In maehematics,,Herriot (1967) found that sling learning Studentt'achid4e

I

as well in SMSG math as average studtAts when allowed substantially
\,

more

.4.
) .

time (two years for one).

Teacher Characteristics . if

Experience and Training:

Of 27 USOE sponsored first grade reading projects, the five highest and

five lowestlaChieving projects were compared. Of t'le top five; 7,6% Of the

teachers were rated by their eupeetrKors as overall competent. Of the bqt-
.

tom five projects, only 24% of the teachers we/e rated as having.ov'erall

competence. At the other extreme, 38% of the teachers in the 5 lowest pro-,

ject were given low competence ratings while only. 7% were so rafed in the-
,

high anking projects (Bond & Dykstra, 1967, p. 196).

e amount of support the teacher receives for carrying out.a* imnova-

tion makes
qtb

a difference. Inservice training if. very important to success

of instruction. The number of daysof inservice training has been'foundto

be positively related to program effecftiveness KSweeney & Blaschke, 1973).
t

Supporting this is a similar finding y-Wargo anti- others (19.72) that teacher
)'

v?,*

training in-program methods was one of the components that characterized

successful Title 1 programs.

'S

016

An indication Of'the value of both experience and training is the fact

that amount of'experience,

)

was somewhat related tepuggo,achieveient in'the
11

first grade reading study. A greater amount of teacher training:and more
,

32
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advanced certification were found, mong high ranked projects. Indeed, cor-

relation of leirel of certification to achievament(teachers having more than
>24"(

,
.

standard certifiCation) was significant at the .01 level (Bond &-Dykstrw,
,

1967, F; 196). 1:

too
'"Evidence is'overwhelming that most teachers are"notbadequately prepared

to t a reading and few elementary teachers have had any separate course in
..

teaching of",'*aadIng-(Austin, 1968; ;Carroll & Chall, 1971; Harsh, 1971). Par-

tiCularly, teachers-iyraining and teacher educators report insufficient
-

preparation of teachers in diagnosis'of pupils' reading problems and use of

individualized or special techniques for'remediation of reading difficulty

(Rystrom, 1970; Shuy, 1976).'

1
That teachers may not be any'better prepared in math may be inferred

\

7

from the report by Davis (197 whose reliable data indicates that about 25

percent of undergraduates ent ring elementaiy education are unabAe to answer
-4

correctly many of the standardized tests of elementary school arithmetic.

They cannot correctly answer problems in long division, decimals and percent. '

_ At graduation the same percentage of students still show the same'weakness in

arithmetic.

Traits and Style;

et.

Rosner has suggested teacher traits and behaviorEhat should be culti-

vated for accommodating to each student's unique- characteristics in teaching

7.--
.. reading .4Rosner, in- press); .

, .
.

14. The- extent to which the teacher is -aware of the -relevant dimen-

sions of teaching reading - the basic concepts - the principles that under-

lie the carious reading programs. (PSIP selection, installation procedures

should assist this understanding).,-

33-
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Le The extent to which the teacher is willing to be pedantic (not

discovery), precise and repetitive. .

3. The extent to Which the teacher can perform in a structured, rel-
,

atively non-dynamic enviroent. pard to teach children seem to requliFe a

structured setting.

4. The extent to which the treher can cope with a slowly-rising, small )

increment learning curve for hard ta each children.

Further recommendations from C roll and Chall (1975) are for better'

teachet training overall and the fo lowing teacher attitudes and behaVior:

1. The teacher must be flexible in use of teaching methods

and materials.

2. The teacher_ must be eonvinced all children can learn to read.

.. AAP'

. 3. The teacher must give attention to individual children and

recognize children who need special help.

The teacher should avoid over-anxiety which can be,communicated

. 0 ./

to the child,

That the .teacher's teaching style is important was clearly shown by the

Beginning Teacher EvaluatiOn Study (175) which indicated that in*second 'and

.

,, ,k

fifth grade classrooms in reading and math, clear differences could by identi-
.

.

fieetetween more and less effective behavior. More effective teaching be-
, l

ar

havior was associated with a consistency of the message conveyed by.he

teacher: attending; monitoring learning, pacing'and structuring; accepting;

acting optimistic; projecting a warm, positive, congenial, cooperative at-
)

titude;, keeping students working, playing with,., purpose, and responsible for

their, own behavior and



/'

Geraldine Joncich Clifford (1973) has urged researchers and teacher-
.

educators to recognize that reselfch provides a'kind of legitimation, ex-

plaining what is education. "The weakest section of research reports,",she

CONCLUSION

Important to the Pennsylvania School Improvemerq, Program are several

related research findings. Project LONGSTEr found that the impact of educe-
'

tionil practices is inversely related to grade level (1976). I.t*found, also,,
s

t.

that increasing the amount of class Ile per day, especially in the first

and second grade, may be a worthwhile strategy fdr,improving student perfor-

mance in language arts. 'Willoughby (1970) reported-that the higher the grade

leyel the less seems to be the effect associated with the textbook in math.

These results seem to point to the greater impact on achievement that can

bsattainedby concentrating change efforts in the early grades.

.
°-;

'Ls the prrctical implications section. Implications must e atsa

least. as elaborated as.the research design. Better still would be thd re-
4R.

quirement that the'implications be .tested."

." -
- There is some value in the explaining and this paper has synthesized

the research in basic skiliaothat seems to have some significance in relar

tion to the work of the Pennsylvania School Improvement Program:- It will

not be unfamiliar to teacher-educators, but it will confirm many of their _

perceptions and may off r a few surprises.' Na attempt,will bp:Made to sum-;

10/
marine the myriad research results reported here. Each section provides

its own focus. Research which has powerful Implications for practice haq

n.bee selected and the implicatis of the research have been carefully

highlighted. Perhapi the PSIP wil-hatre an opportunity to test' some of these

.

-

A
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.

implications in the process of conducting their.knowledge.utilieation/dis-

. .

semiqtion study.

Guthrie (1976), discussing the powerful effect of on-task time on read-
.

ing achievement, suggests tat instructional time is,probably hri approxima-

tion of the intensity of teaching or instruction.# This concept is consistent

with the research compiled on instructional events and itructure,as well.
st

,

# ..I .

The tightness of structure and sequencing, the organization of the classroom

A

heand t cognitive nature of the interaction seem tp be the significant factors

in student achievekent in basic skills-. The research seems to endorse the,

significance of the constructs need to organize it.

d- .

At,the end of
1
the Della- Piana, Endo'feport on Reading Research (1973)

.rich reports on the work a many, of the researchers who were participants

in the LRDC Reading Conference, and who were 'reported in this paper as well,'
.

the recommendation was-made that practitioXrs shbuldAeyelop expertise to

identify and evaluate products. .They sh-duld select the best for their

"outcome-population-time-cost complex." The sport also recommended that
,

they should develop the expertise in, their staff to-"make Maximum use of

f

the technologies for installing, monitoring and adapting hose best pro-

,
.

.
-

4
. ,

),
e71ter

AC'
ducts.",

That is precisely what the PSIPi.s, planningto help the practitioners to

This 'synthesis of theresearch is one step in the process..

r!..0
* * * * 41-4&,

Although different, participants at the Euclid Conference on Mathematics
,41/

suggested somewhat iffe# rent necessary content,. there was enough consensus t



a

O

.05Ort_on goals (with a recommendation that they be open to brdader'Input).

They are in Appendix

Also appended are three tables which might be.used in program analysis

.'or sslection. Onais taxonoMy, of reading comprehension (Appendix 1); one
-

. ,

:lists bases for-evaluatidn of'readers,and related materials (Appendix II); and

the third analyzes 13 reading programs in terms of selected variables,,

.00
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TARE 1

'SUMMARY Of RIGIUUTIS OBTAINED NY STALLINGS AND .HM4(0141717

Arca

Materials

Activities

Time ap6lit

Groupings

Child
questioning

Ad IA
questioning

Arai lie Correlations
itli`XeIllevenseal

Nerptivo Correlations
with Achievement.

J °
Child responses

Adult feedback

Child self-,
instruction

Gonver,,ation

. A

behavior

Textbooks and academic workbooks.

Number and rending actiiities

3 .
Time spent in mathematics, read-
ing, and academic verbal inter-
actions

Groupings of eight oiNtr pupils
. with a teacher (grade t tree)

Adult commands, requ6ts, or
.direet questions that had an
academic focus

child academic responses

Child extended acadernic responses

All tybes of-adult.feedbaek that
had an itcadernic
acknowledgmei t, praise, positiVe
correetivR f ck, negative
co,rective feed ack)

Child self-instru tion in
Academic areas

Child .task.13ersistenee

40rPuzzles, games,
toys, variety of
different ma-
terials'

Arts, crafts,
''stories, active
play

Children work-
ing alone

Child open-ended
questions

Child nonaca-
demic comments

'Adult nonaca-
demic coin- s

requests;
or direct
quest ions

Child nonnea-
delnie responses

, Child responses to
open-ended
questions

. .

Adnikleedhaek
eokerning other
teaks (e.g., play,
music, regard-
less of type)

Child self .ii-.
struction in non-
acraemic'areas

Child general
comments tb -
adults or among
children

Child movement , I
Child cooper,ttlon
with another ,
child

#

Somiew, StAllusgr nth; littriottts. ThYouIrls Clusstoirm (Au. avou
r
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Elements

Time and
Of'Activities

wr

1.

TABLE./

A SUMMARY OP ELEMENTS IN DIRECT INSTRUCTION

Suggested
Positive Correlates

a

Work Ordtspinp

Teacher:Direc-
tions and ,,,,,-

;'Questions

Tie structured by the teacker
/

'
1.

Time spent ouilulnber and read
ing activities using textbooks and

:academie workbooks, -min verbal,
interactions on rending and math-
ematics

Tune :spent in 31entwork With
acadeinic.workbooks through
which the pupils proceeded
,at their own pace

Students worked In groups
:supervised by the teacher.

_

7

'reicTier di 1,4 activituLt t,
without giv ,ngpupils choice
of activities or'reasolls for
the selection of activities

Learning is organized around'
questions posed by the tearthor

.

Teacher a.-Jk ,.z narrow ytulstion

4,44

Teacher ask', direct quehtions
that have tally answer

s.

Suggested
'Negative Claret:do.

Time vent. ou
arts, crafts,
dramatic play,
active play,
stories -

Gamelike
stetivities

Number 411
eeptia.

harts manlier of
different, eott-
'current activities

I lour pf un- .
structured tune

' stosali-
/Aaiun ,

Free Work fr,ttimps

independently
without supta

or .:her
.3.,

'1'eadier joins Or
'participates in
pupil's acitscitres

Teacher orgs.lizes
'carping around
pupil'iiiwn prob-
lem

Teacher ap-
prosichts suinpet
mutter in an in-

,* direct, informal
ways,

Tin cher till-
unease., pupil to
express himself
freely

Te:whei jut wit
pupil lt,
:11111iitteunr

- lilicrouLtyc
ewers

JA
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a

to

vro

T3 4E (continuitc1

A SILIIIIANT 01 ELLIIENIIS IN DIRECT INSTRUCTIoN

r
j 1,.10munts Stioponi I

I ulittrs

Malt, etwanwot., 1.,00...is, or
art et ewe-Anse. th ti iuuI
tsi academic focus

sr

Student Re- Students give a high percent-
spouses age of correct answers both

in verbal interaction and in
workbooks

Studentq are encouraged to
attempt to weaver questions
"(rather than saying "r don't
know")

$ 'Allult Feedback

1,

Teacher immediatefy reinfexces
pupil-as to right or wrong

Adult feedback had an academic
focus

Teacher a sks new question after,
correct answer

Teacher gives answer after in-
correct answer ,

Stursmited
Neently Correlates

l'iipil ittitialva
at livilica

Py til has_fseedom
select

a tivjties 4
T cher commands.

grid requests,
nonacademic

Teacher open-
ended questions,
iionacademic

Child open-ended
questions and t

1,nowteademie.
commands '1

Adult nonaca-
demic commands
or requests, ur
open-ended I

questions

Child nonaca-
dctnic respo

'Child general
comments to
adults or among
children -

Adult .feedback
on nonacademic
activities.(4.,
play, music)

C
Souncsa: Stallings sad Hs drowits, follow Through Classroom Obeerkaun ZealualiostSoar, renew Through Momper,' Process Mearuremera ood Pupil arowa: Jere E. ilrophy and C. M.Igrornaola, Procne-Produal Correkti is the Taos near. If Wixom Study: Pirtal Report(Amara, Tar.: ' The Ualvasity of T19., 1974).
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4,4

THE IMAM' TAXONOMY
COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE. DIMENSIFINS

OP

READING COMPREHENSION

142 Literal Comprehension.. Literal comprehension focuses on idcai.ana.
information which are explicitly stated in the selection. Purposes for

. reading and teacher's questiqns designed to, elicit responses at this
level may range from simple to complex. A simple task%ip literal
comprehension maybe the recognition or recall of a single fact or
inCident. A more complex task might be the recognition or ric1311

. of a series of facts Or the sequencing of incidents in a. reading'
selection. Purposes and questiona .s' at this level may have the follow
utg characteristics. ,la, Recognition requires thicitudent to 'locate or identify ideas or

inftrmation explicitly stated'in the reading selection itself or
in exercises which use the 'bxplicit ideas and information pre-

. salted in the reading selection. Recognition tasks arc:
tat Recognition of Details. The student is required to locate

or identify facts suchas the nantes,of characters, the time
of the story, or the place of the story.

tta Recognitidn of Alain Ideas. The student is asked to locate
or identify an explicit statement in or from a selection
which is a main idea of a paragraph or a larger Portion
of the selection.

2.13 Recognition, of a' Sequenae. The student is required to
locate or 'identify the order of incidents or actions
plicidy stated-in the selectioti.

i.r4 Recognition of Comparison. The student is requested to
locate-Or identify likenesses and differencesYin characters,
tunes, -and places,that are explicitly stated in the selection.

:as Recogniiion of Cause and Effect Relationships. The sot-
dent in 'this instance may be required to locate or identify
the explicitly sated reasons for certain Winnings or ac-
dons in the selection.

t.t6 Recognition of Character Traits. The student is required
toidentify or locate 'explicit statementi about a character
which helps to-point up the type, of person he is.

is Recall requires the student to prodone from memory ideas and
information explicitly stated in thO.r6'ding selection. Recall

.4tasks arc:
tat Recall of Details. The student is iskerto iiloduce from

.
memory facts such as the names of character*, tel. time
of the story, or the place of the miry.

1.22 Recall of Main Ideas. The student is required to state a
main _idea, of a paragraph or .4 134.cr Portionof the scicc
ts on from ntErpory, whenthe main idea.is explicitly state
in the selection.t.--,/

O

,

1.23 Recall of a Sequence. Tile student is asked to provide
,t from memory the order of incidents or actions explicitly

stated in the selection.
,

2.24 Recall of Comparisons. The student is required..to,efill up
from memory the likenesses and differences in ataracters.

-tithes, and places that are explicitly stated in thilelection.
'1.25 'Recall of Cause and Effect ,Relationships. The student is

reciuested to prodItce front memory explicitly.stated rea-
soits"for certain 'happenings or actions the Selection.

'1:26 Recall of daracter Traits." The -student Is asked to call
up from memory' explicit statements abtiur ,Characteri

'which illustrate the type of persons they are. "4.
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4.(ti''Reorganization. Reorganization requirei the student Ito analyze;
sytithesizeornilior organiz-;e ideas or information explicitly stated in
the selection. To produce the 'desired thought product, the reader

the statements of c author ycrbatim or he may pan-.
phrase or translate the author, statements. Reorganization tasks.
are:
la Classifying. In this instance the student is required to place

people, things places, and/or events into categories.-
:.z Outlining. The student is -requested to organize the selection

into outline form using direct statements or parajihrased state-
ments from the selection.
Summarizingi The student is asked to condense the selection
using direct or paraphrased statements' from the selection:

.1.4 Synthesizing. In this instance, the student isirequested to con-
solidate explicit ideas or information from ,more than one
sdurce.

-1.O. Inferential Comprehension. Inferential comprehension is demon s
stratctd by the student When he uses the ideas and infoimation cx-

:-' illicitly stated in the selection, his intuition, and his personal ex
- perience as a basis for coniectuies and hypotheses. Inferences.drawn

by thc'snident_may be either convergent-or diyergeni in.nature and
the student mayor may not be asked to verbalize the rationale un-
derlying his infercikes. In ieneral, then, inferential eomprchinsiosn is
stimulated by purposes for reading and teachers' questions which '
demand thinking and imagination that.go beyond the printed [cage.
3.1 Inferring Supporting Details. In this instance, the student is

asked to conjecture about additional facts the author might
hie included in the-selection which would have made it more 1

informative, interesting, or appealing.
3.2. Inferring; Main Ideas. 1-lie...student is requirid to provide the

main idea, general significance, theme, or Merit which is not
explicitly stated in the selection.

3.3 Inferring Sequence. The student, in this case, may be requested
to conjecture as to whit action or, incident 'might have taken
place between two explicitly stated actions or incidents, or he .

may be asked la hypothesize about what Would happen next'. if
the selection had hot ende as it did- but had been extended.

;4 Inferring 'Comparisons. Th t isrequired to infer like-
tie:sses and differences in characte times,, or, places. Such in=
feteritial comparisons revolve a und:ideas'such as: "here and .

there," "then and now,1 "he nd he," "he andeshe," and "shc
,.../. and she." . - '- ,. .

-,....y .
. , . -

3,e Infefrint Cause' and Effect 'Relationships.. The student is re- % .-
quire& o hypothesize about the motivations of characters and

- their :4.tteractions with time and pace. /lc 'May also be iquircd
to conjecture 1ksito what caused the author to-include certa'
ideas, -words, e h2racterizations: andoactioni`liehliTwriting:

to Inferring Character 'Treks. In this:c2scohe student ,is asked ... ,
)

---

hypothesize about the nature of characters on the basis of
,-. , . :,,,

explicit clues presented in' else selection. ,, . , -

I.; Predicting Outcomes. 'Ilic student is egnesva to read an ill-,
.

itial portion of the selections and-Aillic_ basis- of this-ta ding
he is required -to coniectureaboue the outemneofthe.setet:tina. J

II Interpreting Figurative eanguage. The student, in this instance, ,-

is asked to infirliteral ;meanings from the author's' figural*
use of language. ; ,

e o ', Evaliiation. Purposes ?or reading, and -teieherl -questions, in th
_

instance, 'require responies by the student,-which initiate' that he
,
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has.maean eyaluativets, accent by' comparing ideas presented' in
the sclectitan with externatcriteria provided by the teacher, other
euthoeitics, or other written Sources, or with inter la! criteria pro-

, , . vicled by the, tender's experience1, knowledge, or 'values. In essence, ,,
evaluation.deals with judgment and foeuses on qualities of accuracy, .
acceptabilityt .deniability, worth, or ,probability of occurrence.
,Evaluative thinking may be demonstrated by asking the student to
nuke the followitig judgments. ,,

t ; ,

4.1 Judjmentt- of Reality or Fantasy: Could this really .happen?
Such 'slue-strop calls for a judgment' by tfu reads r' on his,,
experience? .. . . .

. .

4.2 fudgmenis-of Facl.or OpMion. Docs the author provide, dequate'
support for his conclusions. Is the author.attemliting to sway
youi thinking? Questions of this type tequire the student to

/ analyze and evaluate the writing on the basis of the knowlk ,
edge ho has on the subject as well as to, analyie and evaluate
the intent of the author. ,

- ,

4.3 judgments of 4dequacy and Validity. Is the information pre-
-tented here in keeping with-What you have read on the subject' I-- f ,
in other sources? Questions of this nature call' for the reader
to compare writ-ten sources of information, with an cye toward .
agreement and disagreement or., completeness and incomplete- ...

) lust . .. ..
4.4 Judgments of Appropriateness. What part' of the story befit

)

describes- the main character? Such a -question requires the
reader to make a judgment about the relariv'e adequacy of
differenttparts pf the selection o answer the question. :

- 44 judgments of Worth, Desirabili Ord Acceptability. Was the ..,

.. ' . characteF right di wrong in w iat he did? Was his .behavior ,
J good or bad? Questions of this naturc,,sall for judgments based -

on the readies mp! code or his value ystem. ,:: ..
i.o Appreciatiott. Apprcelarion involves _all the previodsly cited cog-,

..nitive dhnensions of rciading ?OF it dials with' the Oychokigical arid \ a

''* 0 ifesthetic impact of the Selection on tt4. readii.. Appreciariim calls
foi the student to be emotionally and acsthincally sensitive to the a
work and to have IL/reaction to the worth of its psychological and .

Autistic elements. Appreciation includes both the knowledge of:and
the _emotional respinisc, to literary , techniques,- forms,, styles, and , ,

sulacture.s. f ./ ,
4 PI Emotional Retponse to the-Content. The student is required to .

,, verbalize his feelings about. the scicction in terms of interest. .
, - excitement, bocedom, fear, hate, amuserrient, etc. It is 'con-

''N ' , cerned with the emotional impact of the total work Pn. the'
-reader. ., .:

,

5.2 tilentification with Characters or Incidents. Teachers- slues-
. C

" -f dons of this nature will elicit responses from the reader which
`'tdernanstrate Iiis.sensitivity to, sympathy for, and empathy with
,.teharaCters-and happenings portrayedty the _author.

3.3 it' e,"ttc(ions ila the Author's Use of Langu.ige. In this insrince the
studen'tfirequired to 'respond to the author's ceaftsmonship in
terms of the semantic dimensions of the scicction, namely, con-
notations 1-rid denoraiiinl of words.

,.

i 54 linagery : I is instance. the 1cader is required to verbalize his' '
feelings wit gatti to the 2,uthor's artistic ability.to paint word ''

.

pictures which cause the reader tO'iisualize, smelt taw, hear; or
..

'.. .-
feel. -1

r I. -. ...
1 .

i.
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DAMS-FOR EVALUATION OF A READER AND, RELATED MATERIALS "

=t

Ver
t. Is a 'realistic expectation that children who have used the book and,

teat g materials as they were designed to, be used will develop
pOwer in reading and a desire to read more?

a. Has research prededed or accompanied the development of the,read-
. big series to validate its content and nteMods?.

j. Has die evaluation of this program been based .cither upon actual
tryout with pupils or upon the judgment of teaclin'aitis'ifs_feint.',__
bility? .

7'7.4

"07.`.40..k. ), tietent:
4. Does the reader present characters with whom the chihl-can-Ve.li--

tify?
I. Does it refle ci American life, leading from the present whith.;tbe.

ch. ws to the past or remote?'
6: 1 k rcflcct the best in American and 44orld literature?
7. Does the translation of world literature do justice to the qualiefar-

.-,
the original? ,t

S. Does it reflect the ideals of the society without bcing unrcalistic?
9. b it interesting to children of the age group for which ii is incenil cd?-:';_

so. Does it Worm as:,well as entertain,,,giving the child a greatcrTtelf77,i_
knowledge and a greater understanding and appreciation of,lijs_ii.='-',
vironment? , , .- . rr ..?

is. Do succeeding volumes rcflcct the expanding-work:1o( the growing
child? '

13. Is there some direct attempt u5 correlate the readeri of
with the foment and goals of 'the other subject:areas of the cur-

,. riculurn?

1..nikuagei" , rib
'

.
it, Does the series utilize the basic vocabulary in the language, starting

with forms which children-hear and user `-' ----7 -
4. Dixt's it present the=common sentence structures, grammatical struc-

tures, and word inflections, beginning with. simple, comMoinlisinss r 4
and proceeding to the complex? , ....

' 9. Does it use the punCluation required by thecontents?
't6. Does it present words containing letters easy to write and then pro-

teed to more difficult fornfs? I . .,.-,

57. Are new words presented gradually and repeated often`enough to
assist learning? .

..... *

. s$. Are words of multiple meanings presented, with only one meaning 4
given at a time? - - . -

., ,,-,,,
If Whenone of two.,cortunon words might have bcpn.apptopriare in__

the text,- ha, the clwiee clearly contributed either-A, ,reperithaftor l'
-7- something larked 6--#6 thli dcg'clopment of a new'learning? .

a" 116.Do.iintences, paragrar?hs, and stories increase in length and eom-
plexity throughaut":the books in the, series,. prisenting more and i

. , . r, ,
. more chillenfze to established skills?

N. Ilan some attempt been tuadOo'grtr this increased length and com-
gletity to the language. interest, and reading ability of the majority,
of children of Me different levels concerned?

.

as. 11,,the,language in'the early booki informal Ind natural Without bc-
big undesirable?

.

Pusphrased and quoted from McCullough, Piepwation- of Textbooks
fie sbi.6fothcr Tongue, op. eft., pp. t tg-si.
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f

authors avoid& troducing easily confused word forms
Li the sank lesson until ca"cii has been well established in previous
lessons?

Physical Aspect:.,, r.

24. Is the book suitably durable 'for the use it is to have? 4;g

as. Is its appearance inviting to the reader of the age for which it is in-
tended?

26. Is the paper thick enough not to show print on the reverse side?
27. Is the paper off-white and dull in finish, without glare?
28. Is the print black enough to make clear contrast with the paper?
29. Is`the print large enough for the ocular accommodation of children,

learning to read?
30. Is the type highly legible, so that letters are not confused with one ,

another?
31. Is the print_placcilclear of the illustrations?
32. Is the page artistically balanced?
33. Can the child,hold thaiook without coming part of the print?
34. Does the book open to that hild is reading a flat surface?

.35. Is the teddher's manuarcasttiiiiii-in relation to the child's book?

Illustrations:

36. Is viewing the illustr-alions an aesthetic experience for the child?
37. Do the illustrations assist,in the recognition of words?
38. Do the illustrations help the child determine the identity of' the

speaker whose words.are;found in the i:ext?
Do the illustrations supplement -the tog without completely stealing,
the verbal content (i.e., without making the words superfluous)? ,"
Are the illustrations expressive of moM172:1-well as oUthought and

S

action?
4r. ,14o the illustrations attract the child by use of- color?
42. -Do the illustratiohi emphasize common elements in the culture,?;

39.

40.

Tetwbing Materials:

4

.4

I

43. ,Do the accompanying materials provide for the assessment of rcadi
ness for new learnings? ...,

44. Do they provide exercises for the clevelopmebt of readiness? .

4s. Do they teach thouse.of the book (such as the reading of the table;
Afcontents)?, -. _. ,...

46. Do hick put the burden of active learning on the child, by 'such
.. means as: (a)-asking for picnire interpretation,- (b) asking fot,,geti

eraliption and induction. (c) asking comprehension questions which

,N, require thought rather than finding. the place thatifives7the atisser
verbatim? -. ' . .

47. I5o,the teaching materials establish quick recognition of a word i

iigh :.as'Well as the recognition of !emery in new words?
0.7. Are, there cards aid charts which provide practice in word, phrise;

and-Seqtence recognition outside the book itself, M that sheer mem,
orizatiOn of.pagesdoesnor suiivert the learning prom:1111r. '

49. Do tlic-.'reaching riiaterial provide I(r-the7.assosment of,tlic child's
,needs and achievement? . ' `), ' '1--.--...

$0. Do they provide''*for silent as well as oral reading? ' , ''----4_,,i-----' 'V.f

p. Do they provide- for skimming exercise:C*1nd The'placethat tc Iii.
, .4? .

._.:,
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,

4

fr.- Do they, encoutage,children to think in many ways about the ma-
, tensl they read (a) by sitting a question before they read: and (b)

by settifig questions and related activities after they read?
s). Arc there suggestions for children who arc slow to learn and for

children who learn rapidly?
if Do writing, speaking, and listening activities support the reading

Program?
,

11 Are discussions and other activities suggested for emphasis upon in- .,

'cidental learningsln the content fields?
0. Are the !earnings carefully built, one upon another?
17. IS the skills-development program of the first-grade materials as=

broadly conceived. as that for the higher levels (for growth in word
' form, word meaninik comprehension, interpretation, and study

skills)? r,
0. Arc skills taught rathe'r than merely tested?
19. Is the child given opPortunittets for self- evaluation?
40. Is the teacher guided it how to observe individual child' behavior as

well as to test for growth?
.41. Arc the tests broadlyconceived. not simply limited to letter pro-

nunciation or word-c4ling?
,'61. Arc directions to thegupil whichlheIs to read to himself written in

word's he can'undersOnd, and- are they expressed clearly?
,111. Arc directions to the reacher sufficiently skunk,. clear, detailed, and

even, in some cases, illustrated by pictures or diagrams so that the
novice can ,follow

W. Are additional teach* aids which are not provided but arc sug-
gested or, required in,Cinincctian wich,activiries in thc learning pro-
'Frani easily and chedity available Wherever the books arc likely to
be used? d t

. '

a,

-44
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TAILS 1
Thkieen Reading Programs Analyzed in Terms of Selected Varlibles
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Teachir's guide , /' V i i . i V
;-,,Cliddren's readers V 4/
i -.Programmed texts' ',I V'

Workbook., dittos, etc: '4, . se le V V,.,i
p- -

Athisoi-records, tapes V.:

..Vuual; films. transparcmcles, charts
Supplementary, books (litemtureI`r T ,

Teacher-training kitss,v. i
Tutonng program ,.. ., ,

Behavioril objectives -and /or Criterion measures',
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...-
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People/
Objects, letters CnIor

_Pic Txt&Pic ?mach 1116(Ple

'Comprehension
Decoding V-

'' Writioll
,

,

. Cortiniunic2tion (language arcs)

?ACE\
Rapid, moderate, stow, flexible.
Controlled by teacher or child. ,

CI I I LD'stBEHAVIOR
Discussion 1 - ;, ,, Pe-
Listening activities y r r r e e e e
Oral reading in readers V r , , e -e- e e
Silent reading in readers .

,,/ . I e r 'iv, , e .
Answering questions ,', V V. V, V . '', 1
Spaling . . 1 1 11 1 . e
Learns phonic relationships' . \.,e . !' pi
Writing ; 'V° V

TEA(IIER's ROLE
Int(rodut. new elements (wunb/letters) V, V - V V r r
Reads dilly with children V V ,,

-Follows ioutine of guide (lot selections) V , 'V V- . pi I
, Com:hive level of questias in teacher's guide .

Recall,
_____ _

4/ .? e e
Prolilem sot:ring' , V ' . e, s,, ,,,

VI VI

Creating ideas - . I ^ i p/ e- e e
Evaluative , V epptionai(texcheidecision) r"

Raik! Slo
Tchr Tchr

Txt&Pic Txt&Pic Txt&Pic Txt&Pic Txt&Pic Tzt&Pic; Txt&Pic Tzt&Pic

, 1 , o" " 1i . .

i
e. , v .? .e. , e y ee. . e e/ .

Flex . /sfod Rapid Mod/Rap Flex Mod Mod Mod' Slo Mod Mod
Ch Tchr Tt hr Tchr

w
Both Tchr Tchr Tchr Tchr Tchr Tchr ,

3

PARENT INVOLVEMENT -
autism Adapted from 1e67. PAN);Variable is present to a significant degtee.

4t,Vartable is emphasized.
1' Teat her's option. .

t Variable is not emphasized.
Woll.boots in Color Ke)s arc semiprogranimed.
A statement Ili skills taught is also included in this category.
Animal characters are used throughout.

e
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REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON GOALS FOR

BASICS MATHEMATICAL SKILLS AND LEARNING

Volute 1;1 Working Group, Repoits

-

The NIE Conference on Basic Mathematical

Skills arid Learning

Euclid, Ohio, 1975 '

1
,r-

..

-General Goals --

-.e.
. .

, , '-''-e

.The purpose of mathematics education is, threefold: -7(1) 0 prepare the

child for life; as a consumet, voter, ,and, Citizen; (2) to begirijthe-fraining

for a variety of productive occupations and professions; and (3) to assist
the child_ in developing a rich and rewarding-life. .. H .,

, Broadly,.then, salmi- mathematics should develOp a-student's ability to

think. In suitable contexts', -experience witkmathematics can enhanCe a.

students perceptions, help him or her reason constructively, and brink
insight to a wide variety of problems and situations. In many situations

the contributions of expAiences.in learning mathematics to one's ability to

think are vital to the attainment of a goal or sOlution of a problem.

Second, education in mathematics should encourage the ability to feel'

Secure in situations calling for reasoning or quantitative thinking. The

student should develop the level of self-confidencp necessary ipeoperate'

effectively in society that makes heavy use of. mathematics arid mathematical

ideas. ,

,,

Third, mathematics should improve students' ability tO do. Mathematics

education should include a range of "mathematical tools" useful in, practical

conte*ts. Thede tbolehelp people copri./ith realistic Problems inefficient

ways.

Appropriate Computational Skills

Basic Goals

The.automatioti of arithmetic during the pait half' century has strongly',

affected educational needs, Hand-held calculators have had the most recent

APPENDIX 4-
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(and: potentially drasticY,effects.: The wbole issue of the effect of the
calculator on the teaching

.
orarithmetic i1 o a vvery Complex.one which deserves

. ,

considerable'investigation and consideration. As a rule, decisions on arith-
'ileac topics should consider both general uSefuln ss to `adults in the. coining

, decades, and the investment oLtiit that a'majoility of students need fOr 1

aastery. ..; , . .
. ' Iwo'

4 ' I

With theincreasihg availability of calculators, its Will have less
:peedqor longhandarithmeticoin the future. The time that we.curiently :'

pendtelchingelab,9tate long divisionjirobems andcomplicated lowest common
*nominatiOn fraction PrOblems,-,often with iittle'success -7 could, be better

,,,,Spenionmorelinteresting, rewarding, and motivating topics., _ ....

. ,. . ,

However; Students should not become completely dependent on calculators.
141hileavoiding endless and mindless dri11,1.4 computation, we should emphasize'
the mathematical, principlasand concepts underlying the computation algorithms.
for example; the two-by-one digit multiplication algorithm depends on dis- .

tTibutivity. -Learning the processes of computation combined with the skills
)of estimation and apprb*iTation is useful,in terms of readiness for future
'learning.

\.

t.;x lie trust find the-"r t" combination of understandings and skills to
enaell a student to dev lbp_an algorithm when necessary and to use the me-
-chaniaal and electronic devices when it is efficient to,doso. Students
lflusekhoWthebasiCIingle-digit %umber faceS, including the multiplication ;,-e',

table, and should be fluent at some relatively simple, types of computation.
Exactly howmuch; between this ,"bare bones" minimum and the amount of computa-
tion that is currently being taught, is a" question that needs further study
and far more discussion among 4 tiroader base of people.

P

,^; e 1

o
i

: .

l
V\

inks Between,Hathemaical Ideas'and Physical Situations

, ,

Students, should..be able to plate the abstract,propeities of, mathematic
'to physical situations. This typically involves expressing a. real situation
in mathematical terms, manipulating the mathematics with an eye 404-gaining
some conclusions about and insigtt into tWreal situation,, and then trans-
lating the result back into realistic-terms' When-couple&closely with the.

,'
,. , ',

teaching of mathematical skills and ideas,'these relationships can help
4-"'enhailcelthotivation;,,,Provide mental frameworks on which to'hang more abstracti

,,,

,- ideas, andvbffer ways --for students to'stay in practice/. (The baAic goals A
A which follow are closely related to this one.) !,

Estimation and Approximation

*O.

These skills are basic to facility and comfort withIqudntitative 1.0easi
Students should know some simple techniqueS for estimating quantity, length,
distance, weight, and so pn. . Also, students should be able to carry out
approximate, ,rapid, calculations by first rounding offnumbers. Necessary
here are a sense,,of the likely error in various, procedures, and_of whether 0

n'particular result is" precise enough for the-purpose at hand.

,APPENDIX 4 '(cont'inuSd)
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Organization And Interpretation of Numerical Data, Including Using Graphs
i .

°S.....

Currently, information often thkes the form of numbers -- sometimes
many numbers at once. Sludentshould know not only how,to set up simple
tables: charts, and graphs, butalso 11qw to read them and draw conclusions.
Well-organized charts and graPht,are especially helpful in recognizing
pAtterns ;and,trends in,a collection ot,numbers. MoreOverstudents should
be.confident &ioligh,with numerical'data that.a mass o1<: numbers per se is
-not ,intimidating. . P -.

0

Measurement; Including Selection of Relevant Attributes, Selection of Degree
of:reeision, Selection of Appropriate Instrument, Techniques of Using
Measuring Instruments, and Techniques of Conver4ion Among Units Within a,
System

Measurement is central to useful mathemati
the way people most often express reality in num
to,argue whether measurement is more legitimate
of science, no one will dispute its importance. At a mi
should know how to measure length, distance, weight, volt=
,and perhaps area and angles as ,

9

vise measurement is
Wh -le it is possible
it of mathematics Or .

um, students
, and temperature,

ti

Alertness to Reasonableness ogResults
41-

fi

Dui to arithmetic errors or other mistakes, results of-mathematical work .
0 ,.

are sometimes wrong. Occasionally they are manifestly unsound. 'Students
should learn to inspect all results, checking for reasonableness in terms of,
the Original problem.

, Qudlitative Uriderstanding of and Drawing Inferences from Functions and Rates
oCthange. C P

. Z1

This refers to a geterar understanding:of how one quantity can "depend"
on anotherjk.along-with a qualitative gragp of rates of change. For example,
one's finaneial:oonditian an be projected on the basis of present condition,

9

. rAe of expenditure, andrate of income. ' Graphs and tables can be usedtto I

.tt 4 j
, '!44- ..giVe students aleeling for'relationstfips among quantities.

,..,''.... ,....

-i
''

0 S.
'N , , 1.6

a - ',0
Natiens of Probability

,

. . A
' . '. ,-

.

0 ... .
.

°' Students skould16arn enough about probability to be able to, meaningf,plly
inlerpret weatWer forecasts and other Predictions Oat are.preSentednsing 6

0 ':'
notions of probabil-ity. Students glad be able to rationally applflYredlobility:
inoroblem-solving and gambling situations. F6fexamplethey ahould be; aware
eft ehe'nation qg independence of eve4t6-', realizing, for tpstanee,ihat.if a

, .

fair coin . flipped the probability4of heads is 1/2 regard,leit of what% .e.0- ., ,
oceueredgon`preious° flips,. ,::. ' 1 , ,

4 ,
k ,, 3

,.
,,'.

a.

. i a
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Compute( Uses: Capabilities and Limitations (Gainedthrough Direct Experience)

'It is i4ortant for all ciS..iaens to understand just what computers do --

-and do. not da. The "mystilue 4in-rounding computers in disturbing, for it
Tan put ht'upl.P with no mnderstanding or computers al a disadvantage. By far,

the best way to.beeome aequ.vinted with compulern is to work with them 'even

cif ilttle. To gain a sense of what computers do best, and of Low
much thein perfOrmance is governed by human plannels and programers, there
is no substitutefor writing, debugging, and running a iimple program. A

little experience can gda long way,toward dispelling the computer-mystique.

' '1

404

Problem' Solving

Problein solving should be considered as a special goal interrelated with
all of the generals basic, and further desirable goals presented here. For

ehampie, for computation to be useful, we must be able to determine when to
add, subtract, multiply, or djvide. Basic goals such as estimation and
approximation, orgadization and interpretation of data including the use of,
g.raphs4 and.alertness-Qireasonableness of results are important primarily
because of'the contrib*ions they make to problem solving. Everyone should '

have a arge collection of'factsOnformation, and-experiences that can be

pful when confronting a new situation. Changing scale, or changing_ firame,

of reference, can make the prbblem look different, and sometimes easier.
Successive approximation can help, narrow the problem to adworkable solution.
There:are many other examples of-general problem-sdlving techniqUes.

c
Further Desirable Goals

*

Recognition that Mathematics is a Construct-

Mathematics is a product of creative and'inquiring minds.- It is a live

and dynamic discipline with new developtnents that areetimulated.,both by.
,practicaland theoretical sources. The basic goals previously listed tend

to stress relations betWeen the mpthematical realm and the real world. c

However, students should know. something aboilit internal considelatIOns of the':

discipline of mathematics. While-mathematicians have great freZdom in selecting'

asswnptiops upon which mathematics is based, they must develop mathematiCal
structures that are internally'Consistent.In-some cases',. such as -the develop-,

pent of npn,EUclidearseometries,.the assumptions selected may appear to be

iMplpusible. However, mathematicians do 44t tend .to select their gssumktiOnS

capriciotisly. Their work is directed toward contributing to theoreticer
Mathematical knowledge or.practical?application of mathematics.

D

y

o

o

balty tolleason Abs6-abtly o2
#,

. ,, .

...,... Studen tA should he ab le to ,reason in the ,abstract realm without reCoUrse

to, chd concrete. ,Students should come to understand the nature of-an argument

Or proof and.;shoupld be able to form an opinion about its reasonableness. The

$4bifiiy.to cOnstrdtt such arguments, in purely abstract ways, is useful in

Other fields aewell as"'in mathematics. ( e9- 2
. _ .wr...
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`:Ztirichm'erit: of ihe "Sestaieht ' s t.lorld
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,Mathematics can be an aid to instEk -- a way of looking at evenOS and
Ohenomenathat"brie6-fncreased,appreciation, understanding, and cteativity.

hpeveloping istic0 styles of perce tion is, or should be, part of what it means

tccbecolOe educated. A student' world can'be. enriched by gaining knowledge
',0i'4a'ContribUtiOns that mathematics (and mathematicians) have made to our

cultute,;,...,

s-T'
,......
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Acquaintance with the Natural tations of Mathematics. 11 ..,

. - ' . ,

tier the .centuries, people have Forked out c ways of writfn oyn

mathematical ideas. In the process,lan internati al written langu e hiq
been developed for communicating mathematical eas. Th exponents
'and the,deOelopment of 1 1414umArhbic notation including the use of the numeral
-zero, are examples of potations that have facilitated mathematical communica-
tion and thought.

Matheinatical Modeling

A mathematical model represents, in the abstract realm, certain aspects
,of some real or hypothetical:sipuation. Its power stems from the relative

. ease of, manipulating the mathematics instead of-thd real 'situation.' For
.

, example, a mathematical model tou14.be created by making-mathematical assump-
Thns coriterrling -the Sit6=--of tlye whale population in'the world iend factors

affecting' birth and death rates'of whales. Then the model could be useeto
predict the growth or.decline of the whale population.

IP

The principle of mathematical modeling has been:an important' element in
human progress over the past few hundred years. It is 'through models that

mathematite finds some of its most elegant and useful applications to the
changing needs of mankind4i .
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